
ONLY CHILD OR WITH SIBLINGS

In generally, I believe it is better to have siblings: A. Pros and Cons of being an only child. Receiving all the attention of
one's parents.

If the child hits their parent as a playmate, the parent scolds or punishes the child, and the child feels the added
weight of separation from the attachment figure. University of Michigan Health System, June  While the
arguing is fairly frequent, it is not all the time and has also gotten better and less often since I've been away at
college. Families are bigger than money. Maybe the parent scolds or punishes the child. The Pew Research
Center reports that the average size of an American family has been shrinking, from 3. The only child makes
the decisions on his own, if not with his spouse by his side for support. What percentage of the population are
only children? Now, let's talk about the parenting side of things. So what was the point of writing about my
experiences and observations as an only child with siblings? Siblings can share the time consuming and
sometimes financially tolling obligation to make sure Mom and Dad are comfortable in their closing years.
I've never quite understood this difference. This is where the spoiled stereotype comes into play. Does a
sibling, or lack of one, really change who we are? I can't really talk about my problems as a college student
with my 9-year-old sister, even though she probably has some stellar insight. That said, siblings can also be
bad influences, in which case, you may see a child become more selfish as a defense mechanism, protecting
themselves against greedy or controlling siblings. Sources Jane Mersky Leder. Not many people can say that
they have a sibling almost old enough to run for president and also have a sibling in elementary school. It just
doesn't work. I still like being alone. For awhile, it was like I had no siblings until my little sister came along;
she changed everything. They have to be flexible depending on the child and their specific problems; that
takes skill.


